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Abstract

Aim: This literature made to compare micro-leakage in class v prepared by Er:YAG laser and conventional bur.

Methodology Used: PubMed, LILACS, SciELO, Science Direct, and Scopus databases were search for published original articles about comparison of micro-leakage in class v prepared by Er:YAG and bur between 1997 until 2017.

Conclusion: Laser prepared cavities had lower micro-leakage scores than cavities prepared with conventional bur.
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Introduction

Laser technology is the latest method and more widely used in dentistry due to better comfortable to patients. It used as a diagnostic aid, in cavity preparation, and in endodontic dentistry [1]. Nd:YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet) was the first type of laser had effect on hard dental structure [2-3]. The Er:YAG (Erbi-um: yttrium-aluminum-garnet) laser was conducted by Zharikov in 1974 with a wavelength of 2940 nm [4]. This type of laser has matched the maximum absorbed by water more than other types [5]. This laser, in contrast to many other types of lasers, had the competence to eliminate enamel and dentin more effectively and efficiently [6]. The Er:YAG laser has been used to prepare cavities and its more comfortable method than a bur, which reducing need for local anesthesia, pain freedom and diminished pressure and noise as opposed to conventional rotary systems [7]. In terms of several surface characteristics of the prepared lased tooth, Er: YAG laser results in morphology significantly different to that of conventional mechanical preparation. Microscopically rough surfaces without demineralization, open dentinal tubules without smear layer production and dentin surface sterilization [8]. These features are postulated to increase enhancement the retention of restorative materials to dentin [9]. The marginal sealing of a restorative material has the ability to withstand with caries formation but a development of microleakage over time decrease the longevity of the dental restoration [10,1]. Microleakage is characterized by gap formation between the restorative material and cavity wall due to the failure of bonding the restorative material to cavity walls, leading to the passage of molecules, ions, bacteria and fluids [12]. Some factors are reported to affect the degree of microleakage, such as the difference in thermal expansion coefficient between the tooth and the restorative material, polymerization shrinkage, and shape of the cavity preparation [13]. Resin composite is commonly used direct restorative materials for tooth-colored indicated for class V cavities [14].

Methodology

The literature review was performed last two decades between 1997 until 2017. A database comprehensive systemically search

Discussion

Marginal integrity is the most critical issue that faces any dentist nowadays and is an important factor for the longevity of dental restorative material, particularly composite restoration. Lased cavity restored by the adhesive system in term of micro-leakage A Rüya Yazıcı, et al found cavity preparation by laser or other cavity preparation technique in respect to micro-leakage restored by etch and rinse adhesive or one-step self-etch adhesive, similar micro-leakages scores irrespective to cavity preparation technique [15].

Similarly, a study conducted by Hossain, et al found microleakage of composite resin restoration prepared by laser and conventional bur no significant difference between laser and bur in term of micro-leakage [16]. Also, in the study of Marotti et al found cavity prepared by Er,Cr:YSGG laser and bur affect the quality of composite resin had the same effectiveness of micro-leakage [17]. On the other hand, some studies found high microleakage in class v prepared by Er:YAG laser and bur using phosphoric acid. In the study of Shahabi, et al. assessed microleakage of composite restoration at the margin of cavities prepared by Er,Cr:YSGG laser compared to conventional cavities found higher microleakage occur with phosphoric acid etching in laser and bur cut surface than surfaces prepared with laser alone without addition conditioning [18]. Alike to Yamada, et al showed lower microleakage in composite restoration prepared by laser without phosphoric acid etching used Compared to conventional bur [19]. In addition, Kohara, et al. found cavities prepared by laser without acid etching step was significantly lower microleakage than that by bur [20]. However, in another study by Bertrand et al. evaluate the performance of an etch-and-rinse adhesive system in cavities created by Er:YAG laser showed less microleakage of composite restoration if total acid etching in all the enamel and dentin walls was used before bonding [21].

Because Characteristics of Laser treated enamel tissues includes very rough surface and irregular similar to the pattern from etching with phosphoric acid. Laser-irradiated dentin SEM analysis showed open dentinal tubules, rough surfaces, free of a smear layer, sterilization of dentin and more intertubular dentin ablated [22] in contrast, bur cut dental tissues produced thick smear layers that cover the surface and less favor to resin bonding [23]. In study of Trelles K., et al. showed low power laser energy (1.5w) per pulse used in class v cavities and restored by self-etching adhesive system at fixed time had less microleakage noticed than high power laser energy (4w) because, low power energy had better surface tooth structure, dentinal tubule, and collagen condition were more favorable for stronger bonding to the wall of cavity prepared. In addition, more effective evacuated of heat than high power energy but low lower energy had the longer time for cavity preparation than high power energy [24]. In the study of Krmek, et al. found in this study cavity preparation by very short pulse mode 100us of laser combined with acid etch had lower microleakage level than long pulse mode. Although, very short pulse mode characterized by low pulse duration, rough surface, open dentinal tubules and high energies helped in a dissipation of heat greater than the diffusion of heat into tissues [25]. Benefits of laser irradiated dental tissues include Very effective removal of caries, reduced need of local anesthesia, less noise and vibration, more cavity conservative.comfortable to the patients, bacterial reduction and minimal injury to the pulp tissue [26].

Conclusion

As a limitation of the present study, the literature reviewed in this paper makes clear that Er:YAG laser had a lower microleakage in class v restored by composite restoration than bur however, it depends on the adhesive system, type of composite restoration, laser setting and acid etch step used.

Recommended

Er:YAG laser is an alternative method for dental caries removal and cavity preparation. However, using this technology relies not on tissue composition and laser setting but also on physician knowledge and experience with this technology respectively.


Further Research

There are some studies had no significant difference in term of microleakage regarding preparation technique by laser or bur that further studies need to be clarified and to understand the cause of contradicting results and factors affect them.
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